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Principle:
Wet soils when watered using ET tend to stay wet and dry soils when watered using ET tend to stay dry. The principal of  this patented technology is that high 
moisture readings of  the soils shall reduce the ET applied to the ET balance and low moisture readings shall increase the ET applied to the ET balance. TCM 
adjusts the frequency and duration of  ET based irrigation cycles. US Patent 9,756,797 B2
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ET-300-W WEATHER STATION
Tucor’s ET-300-W is an affordable weather station that allows your RKD and RKS controllers to use local ET data. Tucor 
controllers use this ET information to provide precise watering of  your soil, based on your own environmental factors. 
You are able to program the controllers with a range of  parameters, using the ET data to its maximum effectiveness, 
using neither too much nor too little water in your irrigation programs. Since the ET-300-W monitors local weather con-
ditions, you’re assured that the information closely reflects what’s happening near the controller, not many miles away. 

The ET-300-W communicates to the controller wirelessly, up to 1000' line-of-sight, and is powered by solar cells. The 
connection to the controller is through an Envoy module, which sends wired ET and Rain pulses to the controller. 

The weather station can share its data with other RKD and RKS controllers either over the Internet* or by using a 
separate Envoy at each controller. Merely adding a tipping rain bucket to each controller ensures accurate weather 
data that is specific to each controller. 

In today’s environmentally-conscious society, proper use of  scarce water resources is a must. Tucor will help keep your 
plants green, costs low, and water available for future generations.



SOIL MOISTURE MONITORING
Soil Moisture Monitoring maintains Tucor’s lead at the forefront of  the water conservation and plant health 
movement.  By using sensors embedded in the soil root zone, Tucor controllers are able to continuously monitor 
the soil for the proper amount of  moisture, specific to your particular location and your plants’ needs.  Installed 
along with any of  our various ET devices, Tucor’s Cycle Manager software (patent pending) will ensure that your 
soil both starts and remains at the proper moisture content, even as the ET feedback adjusts your irrigation 
around that optimal level.

Tucor’s Soil Moisture Monitoring devices come in two styles:
• The Sensor, which measures one moisture level within the soil.
• The Probe, which incorporates multiple sensors within one housing for a range of  measurements in a  
 depth of  soil.

Whichever method you use, Soil Moisture Monitoring will ensure that Tucor controllers will economically deliver 
just the water your plants need to stay healthy and green.

SMS Sensor (SMS-100):

The SMS-100 is a single-sensor design.  Buried within the root zone, 
the SMS-100 will continuously monitor the moisture content and 
provide feedback to the Tucor controller.  
Compensation factors are included for a range of  soil types.
Dimensions (approx.): 7” x 0.6” x 2.75”

SMP Probe (SMP-12):

The SMP Probe length is 12”.  The probe contains six sensors, 
spaced 2” apart.  Using multiple sensors within the probe permits 
the measurement of  moisture levels within a depth of  soil.
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